Invitation to Workshop(s)

Self-employment Circle

for people who want to start their own business

What is the circle about?

In 2020, seven dates will be offered with different topics.

The participants of the circle have a common goal: a path to self-employment and the successful founding of company.

Small group sizes enable the exchange of ideas among like-minded people. In this protected environment, personal questions and concerns have as much room as positive feedback or constructive criticism. This can create new contacts and / or entire networks.

Together we will work intensively on our own business ideas: Who are my target groups? What is my USP? How do I finance the start-up phase? Do I need partners? How do I write a business plan?

The circle is supplemented with relevant information from invited experts on respective topics (e.g. insurance, marketing, ...).

Trainer: Dr. Bernadette Orasch-Horn
ArTiC - Agency for Team intervention and Coaching

PhD in Philosophy in the field of intervention research; studied journalism and communication science; systemic coach; head of internal corporate communications in a high-tech company, project work in the field of culture and education, since May 2014 independent consultant for team interventions and coaching.

“In my work for the CIC, I mainly accompany people in change processes, be it taking on new tasks or developing their own business idea. I work with individuals as well as international leadership- and project- teams across different locations, time zones and cultures. My method involves the reflection of one's own behavior. Together we work on perspectives and methods that allow the coachee to deal well with the new situation.”
When: THURSDAYS 23rd January 2020
5th March 2020
16th April 2020
28th May 2020
9th July 2020
24th September 2020
12th November 2020 - always from 9:00 until 12:00.

Where: CIC Office, Hauptplatz 7, 9500 Villach

Free for all members of the CIC Job Service Program.
Others: € 40.00 (+ 20% VAT tax) per workshop or € 200.00 (+ 20% VAT tax) for all 7 workshops!

Places are limited so please register as soon as possible by Monday, 20th January 2020 at the latest, by email at admin@cic-network.at.

We are looking forward to seeing you there!

The CIC Team